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cise 9 Urge students to read

xerclse caref ully. The crucial
it to note is that the book is

back in the bag.

W522-525 Exercises

Not mutually exclusive
since 2 is a Prime number
and less than 4.

Mrtually exclusive since if
the numbers are equal,
then the sum is even.

, Not mutuallY exclusive
since 6 '4 = 24, which is
greater than 20 and a
muitiple of 3.

t2

€ *heekUnderctaldinq

Example 1

(page 520)

Example 2
(page 520)

Example 3

(page 521)

Example 4
(page 521)

s.P(Q):i,rro>:z*
7. P(q: 0.6,P(R) : o.e 0.54

b. P(green or citrus fruit) i

6.P(q: 1?,"tol : i
s.P(Q):l,rtnl:x i

when two events are not mutually exciusive, 1'ou need to subtract the pr.-:'- ' :tt'rt

o[ the common outcomes.

Probahilities 0f Euents

:roousupposeyoureachintothefruitbowlattheleftandselectapiece..-;l
i at random. What is the probability that the piece of fruit is an apple or tr- ' r

i rlappte or green) : p(apple) + p(green) - p(apple and green)

i -5 l-2
j :0f 0- g

: _o
1 -9

il The probability oi picking a piece of lruit that is an apple or green is ! '

@ finO each probabilitY.
a Ptapple or red) !

S eractlce hy ExamPIe Classify each pair of events as dependent or independent'

For more Practice, see Ex:":

1. A month is selected at random; a number from 1 to 30 is selected .-- r-llrlluifl

inde:+-tm
2.Amonthisselectedatrandom;adayofthatmonthisselected-at::::fli'dePe^:+'r
3. A letter of the alphabet is selected at random; one of the remaininr ' llr'r

selected at random. dePendent

4. The color of a car is selected at random; the type of transmisstofl iS >: rr

at random. indePendent

Q and R are independent events. Find P(0 and R)'

9. Suppose you have flve books in your book bag' Three ate novels' '..': 
!r irl.

biography, and one is a poetry book. Today you grab one book ou-' ' - I ilrillu

wit[oui ltoking, and return it later. Tomorrow you do the same tl--''r

the probabilitylhut you grab a novel both days? ft

Two standard number cubes are tossed' State whether the events are

exclusive. Explain your reasoning. 10-1 2' See margin'

10. The sum is a prime number; the sum is less than 4'

11. The numbers are equal; the sum is odd'

12. The product is greater lhan2O;the product is a multiple of 3'

at random is under 20 or over 60? 47o/o

13. Population About 3O"k ofthe U.S. population is under 20 years 
" ': u

17i/" ofthe population is over 60. what is the probability that 3 !.rr il
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Example 5

(page s22)

A standard number cube is tossed. Find each probability.

S and 7 are mutually exclusive events. Find P(S or I).

14. P(s) :3,rrrl : i ?

16. P(S) : IZY",P(T) :27% 39o/o

1s.P(s):3,"t.1 -\ #
17. P(S) - tr, rtD -- 60'/. 2A

L9. P(4 or even) ]
21. P(odd or greater than 2) 

u5

. 23. P(even or prime) !
25. P(greater than 1 or less than 5)

Error Prevention
Exercises 18-25 You may need t:
remind students that after they
add the probabilities, they musl
subtract P(A and B).

O opply Your Skills

J; [; no; 2o is a
multiple of both 4
and 5.

1s. P(3 or odd) ]
20. P(even or less than 4) !
22. P(oddor prime) t
24. P(4 or less than 6) 

u5

(|; Statistics The graph at the right shows

the types ofjotrs held by people in the
United States. Find each probabilrrr. 

., 
aoro

33. A person is not in farming, flshing
or forestry. 987o

34. A person is neither an operator
nor a laborer. nor in precision
production. 757o

1
3

7
12

2
5

31
56

26.

27.

28.

,o

C and D are not mutually exclusive events. Copy and complete the table below

to find each missing probability.

P(c) P{D) P(C and D) P(C or D)

4
9

4
9

5.
9

I
2

_l
-)

1
4

2
,

-)

5
13
15

1
7

1
4

I
B

30. Suppose a number from 1 to 100 is selected at random.
a. What is the probability that a multiple of 5 is chosen? That a multiple

of 4 is chosen? Are these two events mutually exclusive? Explain. .
b. What is the probability that a multiple of both 5 and 4 is chosen? 2f,

U.S. Employment, by Occupation

Farming, Forestry,
Fishing

31. A person is in a service occupation. Operator, Laborer
74%

32. A person is in service or support. 42% pr""i.i,,r,

Managerial,
Professional

300/"
Production

77Yo

Support personnel
s'ness and industry
smoothly.

Service Support
13% 29Y.

SouRcE: StatEtlcai,4bstract of the United States.
Go to www.PHSchool.com for a data update.

Web Code: agg-2041

35. A person is neither in service nor in support. 58o/o

A jar contains four blue marbles and two red marbles. Suppose you choose a

marble at random, and do not replace it. Then you choose a second marble.

Find the probability of each event.

36. You select a blue marble and then a red marble. 154

37. You select a red marble and then a blue marble. *4

38. One of the marbles you select is blue and the other is red. ft
39. Both of the marbles you select are red. fr
40. You select two red marbles or two blue marbles. ft

Lesson 9-7 Probability of Multiple Events 523
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rsson Quiz g-7

sii eactr pair of events as
peno€-t or independent.
Flip a c,arter. Then flip a
nny. independent
Cho@s€ a time for a
rday dental appointment.
:n dhoose a time for that
rre h4onday to meet a
nd. dependent
rnd ,itd are independent
*'j'tna:{and
l) : +. f :nd p(M and N).

, fianoaid number cubes
tsses. State whether
fl€-:,<;.e mutually
[riitie
he p,ns,sr.r6 is greater
n 6; tr.re sum is less
n7" no
he surn is odd; the
dr.rct Is odd. yes

inner has ten equal-size
i,ons numbered from l
O- Finrd the probability
ach event when you
rthe spinner.
(even or multiple of 5) 3(rnuir ple of 3 or
tiple of a) ]

ative Assessynent

lents,...,o rk i nd ivid ua I ly.
rrts to imagine that they
rspinners. One spinner
qua -size sections
d 1 to 5. The other
as sehen equal-size
*eled A through G. Ask
b give two examples of
lent e',rents X and y and
ples of mutually
erenrls R and e that are
llris s'tuation. Then ask
alcu ate P(Xand y) and
for the events in their

2x+2
x-3
2x-1

2(x - s)
(x+2)(2x-1)

x2+sx_ g
(x+2)(2x-1)

'l5I and J are not mutually excrusive events copy and complete the tabre bermrry, *i
find each missing probability.

& 45. Tests A multiple-choice test has four choices for each answer.
a. what is the probabirity that a random guess on a question wilr r-..: :-:r

correcl answer? i
b. Suppose you need to make a random guess on three of the ten tc.:

questions. what is the probability that you will answer all three r- - i:rr!,tr,.1,,

46' open-Ended Describe two events that are not mutualry excrusir.e. E.:
probability of both events occurring. Check students, work.

at random to be on a committee. Find each probability.

School A

1

ii
5
12

7
15

5*

4t

42.

43.

44.

@ cnuu"ng"

48. ajunior from SchoolA and a senior from

49. two juniors 67o

50. a freshman or sophomore from School A

School B 5o/o

and a senior from Schoc, : -l

52a.

b.

c.

d.

tt 
il:;Ti"T;:f#"i"red.what 

is the probabirity that the sur: :,+

9

52. critical rhinking Thtyana has x * 2 pens in the pocket of her ba;cru:ru",
Samuel has 2t - 1 pens in the pocket ofhis bacipack.
a. Thtyana has 2 blue pens. Find the probability that she pulls out :

at random.
b. Samuel has x - 3 blue pens. Find the probability that he pulls ;= I

at random.
c. Find the probability that both ratyana and Samuer pulr out bru= rumur

at random.
d. Find the probability that either Thtyana or Samuel pulls out a

at random.
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Gridded Response

::l- :3rmat quiz at
mm'n - FHSchool.com

t,'eb Code: aga-060'l

Lesson 9-6

Lesson 8-6

Use this information for Exercises 53-58.

Bag 1 contains 7 red marbles, 5 blue marbles,3 yellow marbles,
and 4 green marbles. Bag 2 contains 1 red pencil, 6 red pens,
2 blue pencils, and 10 blue pens.

53. one marble is drawn from bag 1. what is the probability that the marble is
red or yellow? ]$

54. one marble is drawn-from bag 1. what is the probability that the marble is
blue or not green? *E

55. one marble is drawn from bag i. what is the probability that it is blue or
yellow or greenz ]$

56. One item is drawn from bag 2. What is the probability that it is red? rt
57. one item is drawn from bag 2. what is the probability that it is a pen or

a red pencil? l{
58. one item is drawn from bag 2. what is the probability that it is blue or

a pencil? 
*19

A blank sheet of grids is ava
in the FCAT Daily Pract'ce ar
Strateg ies Transparencies br
Give this sheet to students f
practice with filling in the E

il R"rou..",
For additional practice ruith
variety of test item forrnats
. FCAT Practice, p. 531
. FCAT Strategies, p. 526
. FCAT Daily Practice and

Strategies Transparencies

Exercises 53-58 Stress that r
word or is used in nearly all
these exercises.

Solve each equation. Check your answer.

ss.+-. = i +

Solve each equation.

62.ln2x:3 t * n.Oq

65.hx?+1:5
*gz * *J.tg

63. rx+1 : 6
3.ln(2) -1=1.08

60. -- : 4-2 or 2ZT_1 J 4

^67 * 201.71
63. In-t + 1n2 : 6

66.1n^x2 * lnx : 6
ez-o 7-39

69. ex' :3
x./1r

6t.*-*-tt

4e5 = 593.65
64. lnx - In4:5
67. ex : 12ln 12 = 2.48

70.2e2,+1:50.3466

Algebra at Work
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . f ggngmist

Economlxtr study the relationship between the supply of a product
and public demand for it. A supply curve shows that the number of
units a manufacturer produces will increase as the price of the item
increases. A demand curve shows that the number of units sold will
decrease as the price increases. The curves cross at a point that
establishes a stable equilibrium price.

ffi ;;* ft tu the Nff ror more information about
i economists, go to www.PHSchool.com.
''" "' Web Code: agb-2031
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